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PreAmble

This investigation forms part of a volume of five books. These are:

Book 1 – Hard-boiled wonderland 
by Johann Böhmer, Norbert koch, Nina Steenkamp and Lewis wolf

Book 2 – Treadmill 
by Johann Böhmer

Book 3 – Memory and the wasteland 
by Norbert koch

Book 4 - Mediating-occupying the In-between
by Nina Steenkamp

Book 5 – PISToNS, PIN-UPS & FISTICUFFS 
by Lewis wolf

the set-uP 

The author has always had a keen interest in drawing 
as well as certain artists’ ability to depict emotion, 
the subconscious and mental images visually. 

This dissertation explores relationships between 
architecture and drawing. It attempts to convey 
both the experiential effects and the nature of 
designed space, qualities that may not necessarily 
be quantifiable. It entails also an effort to derive, 
inspire and explain design through drawing- a journey 
and exploration of drawing and making in architectural 
design.

The book takes the form of a narrative document, a 
clarified design diary of the authors 2012 MArch[Prof] 
year. It follows the progression and process, design 
development and experiments that resulted in the 
final design.

The architectural response is developed through 
a graphic narrative that makes use of cinematic 
techniques, ultimately those of graphic novels and 
comics. 
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1

_1.2 The Mill 02.

_1.1 Locating  Pretoria West.

Opening

The project plays out here in 
the Tshwane metropole, on the 
fringe of the City of Pretoria,
in the industrial area of Pretoria 
West. 

The relation between 
architectural design and its 
development through drawing 
and image-making is explored.

The design project’s possibilities 
within the peripheral condition 
could lead to a rich and layered 
urbanism.

BackgrOund

Pretoria  CBD

Pretoria West study area

The site was discovered first; 
a neglected, semi-abandoned mill...
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_1.3 The blue book, pulp fiction literature 
from the 1930’s. 

infOrming issue

| why_ Vision

The main problem lies in the industrial edge condition’s 
inability to sustain a rich urbanity. It is a mono-
fucnctional area dominated by the automotive industry.
There is a certain faithlessness and  negative stigma 
that prevails regarding the future of the area.
Probable future outcomes may include urban 
degeneration and progressive regression. 

Urban analysis reveals the study area to be a liminal 
space. It is in-between, without fixes or certainty. 
Unburdened by the weight of history, and ‘...an 
exemplar of; rotten capitalism and human agency’ 
[Webster. 2012], it is ‘post-culture’, experiencing an 
identity crisis and a lack of community.

The study area is in limbo, neither here nor there 
,with a population disconnected from the site; it isa 
non- place. 

The area’s liminal nature however makes it fertile-
poised for reintegration and regeneration. Therefore 
the sub-problem that the author aims to focus on is 
the lack of vision for the development of the area. 

| aims

As a response to the current mono-functional 
nature of the area, the project offers a vision of a 
multifunctional precinct.

The dissertation explores the process of design 
through ‘making’, and specifically drawing. Hand 
drawings and physical model making are used in order 
to see whether the direct haptic link between the 
designer and the design process can allow for an 
existential and embodied architectural response. 

As part of this attempt, the project uses a developed 
story line [an invented reality] in the form of a short 
graphic ‘pulp1’ novel in order to inspire and design a 
culturally specific architecture.

Ultimately, the goal is to define and develop a tectonic 
architecture, conceptually born out of a narrative 
study that is based on an exercise in imagining a 
South African public.

1 Pulp originally referred to the cheap paper on which 
this style of literature was printed. It came, however, to define a 
kind of escapist literature, ‘pulp fiction’. Themes include adventure, 
horror, mystery and romance. 

| 4 W’s

| What_ dO it yOurself

There are several programmes that correspond to 
the existing context and the predicted multifunctional 
precinct. The type of programme is defined by 
the strand of individual. Their sense of self and 
connection to the act and activity is a common thread. 

There is a do it yourself mentality, within which 
the programme and its character is lived, linked and 
inspired by its ‘owners’.  

The combination of programmes includes an 
independent motorcycle workshop, a boxing club and 
accommodation, each involving public aspects, events, 
and private elements.

| When_ next Week

In the HARDBOILED WONDERLAND study [Book 1 
appendix] the authors project a timeline of possible 
development from a point of liminality to a time 
of certainty [Image 2.10]. This evolution of place is a 
process consisting of three strands or phases, these 
being Agency, Commodity, and Civil Society.

Civil society is reached via the stepping stones of 
agency and consumerism, ideally by skipping the 
second step altogether. The reality is, however, that 
civil society contains elements of each phase.

This project looks at a time when the elements of 
agency develop and the enduring character of place 
[as it can be determined currently] are evolved and 
intensified: the first step in the process.

| Where_ ‘the mill’

The ‘abandoned’, mostly unused and forgotten space 
at 145 Carl Street belonged to the old Pretoria West 
Milling Company. 

The site is inhabited by several structures that make 
for an interesting microcosm of the larger study 
area, and offer an inspiring platform for the possible 
future evolution of its context and the redevelopment 
of existing fabric.

The site’s industrial typology, true nature and value 
go unseen, unnoticed and may be lost in time. 

An exclusively mono-functional industrial complex, the 
Mill was chosen as a platform from which several 
projects could serve as visions for a dynamic and 
multi-functional precinct. 

| WhO_ the BraVe and reckless

The various narratives follow the aspirations of 
pioneers; the courageous and resolute. Characters 
emerge and linger in the first phase of evolution and 
reintegration, anticipating the development of a rich 
urbanism. 

The narrative portrays an imagined civic society to 
which the architecture will respond- an architecture 
that explores what the public realm could be.

This strand of individual epitomises the actor of 
human agency’s need to claim space and make it their 
own, ultimately developing a sense of community and 
of public interface that allows for a sustainable 
urbanity. 

These actors are the live-in mechanics, eccentric 
artists, bar-keeps, bare-knuckle fighters, and hard-
knock journalists. 
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_1.4 Methodology.

methOdOlOgy

precedent + process

Previous projects/works that make use of 
graphic studies and narrative processes are 
reviewed. Realised works dealing with existing 
built fabric are also studied.
A concious effort to develop and understand 
the process and techniques of hand drawing and 
representation are practiced throughout the 
project.

applied understanding

The various aspects of the design are 
understood through the methods of 
research, observation, and engagement. 
This internalised understanding is 
then applied by the designer through 
a graphic narrative exploration that 
results in the development of the final 
design.

Observation + engagement

Considerable time is spent within the area, 
attempting various approaches to engage with the 
context.

Alternative mapping and contextual analysis 
methods are undertaken in order to better grasp 
and distill its essence.

Site excursions, including drawing and photography 
sessions, are undertaken, and found-object models 
made.

Engagement with the specified programmes is 
undertaken. This includes time spent in motorcycle 
workshops, showrooms and boxing clubs.

The dissertation follows descriptive and applied research methods.
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2Hard-boiled Wonderland

The Pretoria West industrial 
area lies between the City of 
Pretoria and residential areas 
and communities that are fast 
becoming cities in their own 
right. 

Hard-boiled Wonderland is a 
group study and framework  
for the area within which  the 
authors’ chosen site, ‘the Mill’, is 
located. The study makes use of 
alternate methods of contextual 
analysis and engagement with 
the city.

These allow for understanding 
that is both existential 
and experiential, as well as 
physiological and historical.

The expectation is to grasp 
the nature and character of 
the context and project this 
forward, informing the individual 
design responses.

The analysis includes a spatial 
development plan, designed 
urban public spaces [allowing 
for events], and a manifesto 
for an Urban and Architectural 
approach.

Context

_2.1 Hardboiled Wonderland.
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_2.2 Locating the Mill.

Hardboiled Wonderland
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Photographs portray the language of context in and off Mitchell street.

_ Contextual consciousness

_2.3 Photographic study of the surrounding area and visual language of the site.
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_2.4 Sketches; observations & encounters along Mitchell street.

During the process of engaging with the area - 7 
snoops [based on the seven walks, as discussed 
in Raoul Bunschoten’s URBAN FlOATSAM ] were 
undertaken, after which the authers were able to 
better understand the characters of the area, as 
well as gain a consciousness of the context and how 
it currently operates.
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_2.5 Photographic study of the structures and spaces on the site.

The site - 145 Carl Street - originally the Pretoria 
West Flour Milling Company, was chosen before an 
architectural response was considered. All that was 
decided on prior to its discovery was a willingness to 
work within an industrial edge condition.

_ impressions
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_2.6 Pulses of the city/ Liminal Zone.

_2.7 The Snitch.

_2.8 Certainties and Fixes.

_2.9 Precinct Processes.

CBD X

X  Pulses of Energy Emanate from the City in Waves. Time Slows Down

A  CBD
b Show/ Sports grounds
C  Military Base
D  Old Power Station
e  Telkom Tower 
F  ISCOR Steel Works1  Church St 2  Railway 3  Mitchell St 4  DF Malan Dr 5  Range Horizons

-boUndarieS

Several observations that were made were confirmed 
while exploring the study area with the snitch 
[anthropologist Dennis Edward Webster]. The diagram 
below illustrates how the area was experienced as 
a liminal space, lost in time and history. The diagram 
on the right illustrates certainties or fixes that 
surround the study area. The bottom right image 
shows the dominance of automotive and light industrial 
processes in the immediate context.
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The table shows the possible development of the 
area from a point of liminality to one of certainty. 
This project looks at a time at which the elements of 
agency start develop.

Three Urban Public Spaces are planned for the area. 
These are based on a gathered understanding of 
currently uncelebrated events and occurances.

0  LIMInAL [current]

+ Factory industry + Mass production + Public factories+ Craftsmanship

+ Limited 
accommodation

+ Bottle store
+ Shebeen

+ Community vigilance

+ Cafeteria
+ Cornershop
+ Convenience store

+ Private security
+ no public surveillance

+ Car + Taxi + Train + 
Walk + Bicycle

+ Car + Taxi + Train + 
Walk + Bicycle

+ Coffee shops + deli
+ Bookstores

+ Small apartments
+ Warehouse lofts
+ Hotel

+ Bioscope + drive In 
+ Theatre

+ Underground bars
+ Jazz, Kwaito, Metal, 
Rock, House

+ Soccer
+ Skateboarding 
+ Underground boxing

+ Super 15 rugby
+ 20/20 Cricket
+ PSL Soccer

+ FTV clubs
+ MK/MTV

+ ADT
+ Cameras

+ Seattle coffee 
+ Woolworths

+ Holiday Inn
+ Estates
+ Cluster houses

+ TV

+ Sidewalk

+ Vinyl stickering
+ Spray jobs
+ Tattoos
+ Graffiti
+ Car customizing

+ Arts?
+ Authenticity?

+ Canvas  
+ Design 
+ Album art
+ Tattoos 
+ Graffiti
+ Sculpture

+ Public gallery
+ Design Indaba
+ Museum

+ Small parks
+ Square

+ Parking lots

+ Private cars

+ Ster Kinekor

+ Public transport
+ BRT
+ Gautrain 
+ Bicycle

+ Touchies
+ Frisbee
+ Boxing
+ Wrestling 

+ Event
+ Beer hall

+ Family row houses
+ Bigger apartments

+ Police 

+ Event spaces
+ Parks

1  HUMAn AGEnCy 2  COMMODIFICATIOn 0  CIVIL SOCIETy
+ PUBLIC LIFE

+ Library
+ Restaurants

_2.11 Kaskar Resies Dag.

Urban Programming

_ Public event space

The Racecourse Promenade recognises the 
historically located racecourse within the 
showgrounds creating a town promenade.

_2.10 Strands of development.

1
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An overwhelming number of pigeons frequent Carl 
street, as it used to transport grain. Asylum Park 
encourages and maintains this by creating a green 
refuge and sheduled feeding event.

_2.15 Glowing faces play the game.

_2.12 Asylum Park Temporal Landmark.

_2.13 Locating Urban event space.

_2.14 Approach to Moraba Square.

2

2

3

3

1

Morabaraba is a game played locally. The ‘board’ is 
printed on the back of grain sacks, and the name 
is derived from the Southern Sotho moraba-raba, 
meaning ‘mill’. [Wikipedia].
Moraba Square [below & bottom left] The envisioned dual 
nature of the  area is exemplified by nocternal 
activity. The public square and surrounding building 
functions accommodate social, residential, and 
commercial activities.
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3Pistons.PinstriPes.FisticuFFs

This chapter explains, the 
choice of programme and the 
existing structure. It includes 
a statement of heritage 
significance and precedent for 
the reuse of old structures.
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The programmatic response is not predefined but 
rather ‘born of’ the current context and a predicted 
future condition. This project has three programmes.

_3.1 The Temptress. 
Painting by Jack Vettriano.

_3.3 Kallie Knoetze. 

_3.4 Peter Mathebula. 

_3.2 The Bullet. By Falcon Motorcycles.

Pinstripes 
[Accommodation/ Dwelling]

One issue the existential detectives [Hardboiled 
Wonderland] identified within the study area was the 
noteable lack of accommodation/ dwelling . 
In an effort to develop a mixed urbanism [outside of 
the mono functional 8am- 5pm current situation], the 
project introduces a possibility of one such dwelling 
type: short to medium term lease apartments.
The dwelling type is transient, an in-between space in 
flux, and signifyies different types of space as well 
as movement.

Fisticuffs
[Boxing gym/ Illicit bare-knuckle fight nights]

South Africa has a rich and extensive history in terms 
of boxing. An egalitarian sport, boxing crosses both 
social and racial boundaries. Its beginnings on these 
soils are rooted in bare-knuckle prize fighting before 
the turn of the last century. Boxing has also played 
a significant role in the country’s sporting, historical, 
and political development.

Pistons
[Independent motorcycle workshop and showroom]

The idea of the motorcycle workshop is drawn directly 
from the immediate context: mechanics, automotive 
workshops and light industrial processes abound in 
the precinct. 
The craft of purpose building motorcycles, as well 
as the restoration and reinvention of vintage cycles, 
is currently a growing international and local trend. 
The programme is a response to the loss of craft, 
and of the connection between the user and the end 
product. Similar craft oriented [artisan mechanical] 
programming is being designed for within the 145 Carl 
Street Mill complex.

Events, processes and spaces related to the 
construction, servicing and sales of motorcycles will 
be one aspect of the programme. Motorcycles and the 
culture of riding as a spectacle is the other aspect 
addressed.
The programme includes the rituals and related 
events of motorcycling.

A boxing gymnasium in the precinct would add another 
aspect/ dimension of activity to Pretoria West. The 
area is projected to be a developing community. Boxing 
encourages local camaraderie and attracts outside 
interest. As an activity, the programme allows for 
spectatorship and becomes its own event.
Constituents include a small-scale arena, gymnasium, 
and related requirements.
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_3.5 The Mill 01.

statement oF heritage signiFicance

The old PreToria WesT Milling CoMPany 
CoMPlex

[1914-?] [AlTErATIOnS 1971-1989]
OrIgInAl ArCHITECTS: unknOWn
ArCHITECTS OF ADDITIOnS/ AlTErATIOnS: JOHAnn SMITH
145 CArl STrEET, ErF 1955, PrETOrIA WEST, 
CITy OF TSHWAnE.

The mill complex comprises a large main mill building, 
twenty four silos, storage warehouses, and outlying 
related smaller structures. Parts of the main mill 
structure may have been built as early as 1914, 
according to the united Transvaal Directory. Although 
mostly disused today, the main structures play a key 
role as a landmark within the industrial precinct of 
Pretoria West.

The layered agglomeration of built structures across 
the milling complex have varying degrees of heritage 
significance. 

In terms of a heritage assessment of those parts of 
the complex that are not older than 60 years and 
thus not covered by the national Heritage resources 
Act [South Africa, 1999], referral to the Burra Charter 
[ICOMOS Australia, 1999] should be made.

As a typology, the main concrete-framed and brick 
infilled buildings express the industrialisation and 
modernisation of Pretoria.

The spaces created within and between the built fabric 
over time - through practical and honest industrial 
process driven requirements - have acquired a certain 
beauty and architectural significance.

The majority of machinery and services have all but 
been removed, and the complex is no longer functioning 
as a mill. 

the existing Fabric

The heritage value however does not lie in the mono-
functional nature of mill complex, but in the language 
of the structures themselves, the spaces defined 
through the necessary production processes, as well 
as in the materiality and the expression of structure.

COnCluSIOn

The Mill complex at 145 Carl Street, Pretoria West is 
significant as an icon of a bygone era.
In terms of presence, the spaces created by related 
structures have a sense of place unique to the complex. 
The principal structures are equally important due to 
their language, expression of construction, structure 
and  materiality. They should thus also be respected 
as much as possible. 
A conservative approach to redevelopment of the site 
should be taken, whereby significance is maintained  
through reinterpretation and reuse of the existing.
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_3.6 Site. 

| attitude towards the existing

The existing structures and their use of materials in 
construction are principally significant. new additions 
and alterations will be interpretations of what has 
previously been altered or added to the original 
structures. As a result the memory of growth within 
the complex of buildings on the site will be respected.

The primary structure is concrete framed with 
brick infill; additions are steel framed with profile 
sheet cladding. As the designed intention is to make 
additions, steel framed structures will be used while 
respecting the original concrete structures and 

material expression. Where material is taken away, 
the change should be made obvious. new materials 
should read as new- as interpretations of the existing 
additions as the building currently stands. Materials  
[e.g. timber flooring] should be reused if possible.

All new construction should be attached to, placed 
within or fixed around the original structure. 
Where  part of the structure is removed, a suitable 
alternative, based on this approach, should replace it.
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_3.7 Mill City Museum complex.

Precedent

| mill city museum

[Meyer. Scherer & rockcastle]

The building that currently houses the Mill City 
Museum complex in Minneapolis, was built in 1874. The 
headquarters of general Mills [on the banks of the 
Mississippi] provides a perfect precedent of existing 
fabric that has been reinvented.
The Mill was declared a site of national interest in 
1980. The building had been disused from 1965 and its 
interior was destroyed in a fire in 1991.
An independent space of glass and steel, the museum 
is integrated into the remains of the complex.
The project includes the conversion of the factory’s 
old administrative office into shops, small offices and 
lofts, as well as the reconversion of the silos.
The architects used the project as a connection 
between the river and the city by adding various 
access points and walkways.
[PArEDES. 2006]
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_3.8 24 Albert Street.

| 24 albert street

[noero Wolff Architects]

A local example of reuse within existing fabric, the 
building, originally a warehouse built in 1901, is on the 
foreshore in Cape Town’s city bowl.
Jo noero [2012] states that the original building 
consisted of an exterior load-bearing facade, an 
internal brick firewall and a five-storey, load bearing 
timber structure.
The masard roof as well as the dysfunctional stairs 
and elevators were removed and a new service core 
added. Contained within the service core are ablutions, 
vertical ducting, fire escapes and an elevator. 
The steel structure is supported  both by the exterior 
walls and timber structure below.
The exterior zinc sheeting reads as a taut skin with 
punctures [flush windows with minimal frames],;vertical 
glazing protrudes as bay windows.
The new addition was treated as a giant hat fitted on 
too the old brick structure.
The window pattern is an interpretation of the old.
The importance of the brick base is maintained, with 
neither the modern nor the historic given a dominating 
position.
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_4.1 Drawing pictures. Collage.

Drawing Pictures

This chapter investigates the 
relationship between drawing 
and architecture, i.e drawing 
as a design tool, as it relates 
to imagination, intuition and 
creativity. Additionally, it 
considers the use of graphic 
narratives as tools for the 
exploration of architectural 
design and commentary.
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_4.2 Open House. Coop Himmelb[l]au. 
Collage of a plan and a sketch.

_4.3 Re-Ruined Hiroshima. Arata Isozaki. Perspective Ink and Wash.

Drawing anD architecture

The use of hand drawing as a means of understanding, 
developing and describing design has been relied upon 
by architects since long before the introduction of 
either photography or computer aided design.

Drawing has its place in the generation and 
exploration of architectural forms. Architects such as 
Le Corbusier, Louis Kahn and Alvar Aalto all made use 
of drawing in their sketchbooks as starting points for 
their designs. 

Drawing has always been the principal means of 
communicating design ideas to clients, as well as a 
tool to explore concept and detail. Unfortunately 
the use of drawings is sometimes pushed aside in 
favour of verbal descriptions and computer simulation.
[EDWARDS, 2008: 1-3].

In his book The Thinking Hand Juhani Pallasmaa 
[2009: 82-96] writes about a seamless and unconscious 
collaboration between a craftsman’s hands, eyes and 
mind as a single system of reactions and responses.

In an essay on the importance and history of drawing 
and architecture James Wines [2009] speaks of the 
role of drawing as the recorder of thought processes 
within its larger role of design. 
Although a supporter of dual skills in graphic ability 
on both paper and computer, he writes that computers 
are to be used as tools of confirmation only once  
ideas have been conceived in drawings. This is based 
on his belief that:
 By focusing exclusively on computer-
generated illustration alone, something conceptually 
profound is forfeited in the design process… 
when electronic response mechanisms replace the 
filtration of idea development through tactile means 
and guiding fingertips, the fertile territory of 
‘subliminal accident’ is lost [WINES. 2009].

These ‘subliminal accidents’ that Wines refers to are 
actions such as an unconscious squiggle at the end of 
a line, a smudge of charcoal, or a splattering of ink 
that may lead to the generation of an idea. In addition 
to this, the computer can never offer the calligraphic 
proficiency needed to draw really well, which he 
explains as a combination of ‘aesthetic instinct and 
responsive rendition’ [WINES, 2009].

Pallasmaa [2009: 97] writes about how our magnificent, 
multi-sensory, simultaneous, and synchronic 
capacities of imagination are flattened by computer 
imaging, and how the design process becomes a retinal 
journey of passive visual manipulation. He states that 
the computer creates a distance between creator and 
design, whereas with hand drawing or model making  
there is a direct haptic connection to the object or 
space.

In the article Drawn into Space [2008] on the 
relationship between Zaha Hadid’s paintings and her 
work, Lebbeus Woods writes that Hadid’s drawings 
are uniquely important to her idea of architecture, 
that they carry the entire weight of her intellectual 
investment, and speak volumes about her outlook.
He goes on to comment that her migration to 
computer drawing liberated her by making complex and 
unprecedented shapes possible. On the other hand, 
he states:
 It brought an end to a certain intimacy and 
feel of tentative, almost hesitant expectancy in her 
drawings and designs that was part of the intense 
excitement they generated [WOODS, 2009: 33].

Although in recent years there has been a resurgence 
in the use of manual drawings in academic and 
professional practice, the loss of manual drawing 
skills and the meaning they once had for architects 
seems evident. This dissertation tries, once again, 
to make use of drawing as a means of exploration, 
inspiration, and communication within the process of 
design.
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_4.4 Artist/World boundary

Drawing anD intuition

Juhani Pallasmaa speaks of creative work being the 
result of two simultaneous stimuli- the world and the 
self- and that every profound work is essentially 
a microcosmic representation of the world and an 
unconscious self-portrait at the same time. During 
the creative act, the boundary between the artist and 
the world becomes penetrable and allows the world 
to flow into the artist and the artist into the world 
[2009: 124].

This synthesis of input makes design decisions 
difficult to explain in terms of a rationally structured 
argument or classical approach based on a proven 
hypothesis. 

In his book Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance 
Robert M. Pirsig quotes Einstein on arriving at 
universal laws through intuition and sympathy. 
Einstein states that it is through phenomena that 
the theoretical system is determined, in spite of the 
fact that there is no bridge between phenomena and 
theoretical principles [1974: 107].

Under the section Architecture: physical fabric or 
cultural phenomenon in his book Architecture and 
its interpretation [1979. 12], Juan Pablo Bonta also 
discusses this in terms of a parallel understanding 
of architecture This understanding is made up of 
scientific knowledge on the physical reality of 
architecture and the non-scientific conceptions of 
architecture. These are assumptions on the values 
symbolised by architecture, their significance and 
ideological connotations.
The distinction between what form is and what form 
means to any particular social group is key.
This difference between what form means, structurally,  
technologically, and materially in a classic, scientific 
sense, and what form comes to mean through non- 
scientific or romantic connotations is pervaded by our 
own humanity [past experiences, preconceptions, and 
beliefs]. 

This brings to light the importance of a common 
language in terms of communicating architectural 
ideas, which are often not understood by individuals 
without an architectural background. This is also 
frequently the case between what the designer is 
attempting to communicate [if anything] and what the 
critic comes to believe is being communicated [Bonta, 
1979: 226- 227]

In his essay titled “New Architectural Horizons” 
Juhani Pallasmaa writes on the detachment of 
architecture from experiential, embodied, and emotive 
ground through over-intellectualisation. He writes 
about the application of theories to the field of 
architecture often causing more confusion than actual 
understanding of its specific essence. In the essay, he 
writes how architects should:
  ...design through his/her entire 
personality instead of manipulating preexisting 
knowledge or verbal rationalisations.
He also states that artistic and architectural responses 
are encountered rather than intellectually resolved 
and that in truly creative work, prior experience and 
knowledge has to be forgotten altogether [2007: 18].

Woods, when speaking of Zaha Hadid’s written 
statements, writes:
 ...[these] are, frankly blandly descriptive, 
betraying little of her philosophy and even less 
of her aspiration to employ her architecture as a 
unifying force in the world [2008: 30].

This issue is dealt with by Pallasmaa when he writes 
that verbal statements by artist or architects should: 
 ...usually not be taken at their face value, 
as they often merely represent a conscious surface 
rationalisation or defence, that may well be in sharp 
contradiction with deeper subconscious intentions 
giving the work its very life force [1996: 12].

One of the aims of this dissertation is to achieve 
communication of intent, concept, and experience 
through the medium of drawing.

In The Eyes of the Skin [1996: 12] he writes that:
 When working, both the artist and the 
craftsman are directly engaged with their bodies 
and their existential experiences, rather than 
focused on an external or objectified problem.

Once again, when speaking of tacit engagement with 
a design task, Pallasmaa writes in The Thinking 
Hand that the designer’s entire personality and body 
become the task and that this is lived rather than 
understood: 
 ...an existential exploration in which the 
architects  professional knowledge, life experiences, 
ethical and aesthetic sensibilities, mind and body, 
eye and hand as well as his/her entire persona and 
existential wisdom eventually merge [2009: 109].
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_4.5 L’assassino. Tsutomu Nihei.

| an exercise in imagining

Architecture is the art of social dialogue. It is the 
architect’s ability to master the art of entering into 
dialogue with real beings, creating informed clients 
and spaces that are more interesting than their own 
ideas [DE LA PORTE, 2011].

This is an ability to imagine a ‘for whom’ and to 
constantly bridge the divide between the artisan and 
the spectator; it is an imaginative dialogue with the 
self. 

The theme of the architectural response is derived 
through an attempt at dialogue with the imagination.

It is an embodied architecture explored through a 
short graphic novel where design is developed and 
unpacked in a parallel narrative, each explaining and 
enforcing the other.

Drawing comics

The exploration of architectural design through the 
medium of a graphic novel achieves several things. 

It provides a platform for direct and tactile 
engagement with the design through drawing, letting 
the character of the design and spaces emerge in a 
manner that is natural and free from the constraints 
of a completely rational design process. 
It is also a means of exploring an imagined client and 
user in spaces that they then use and embody through 
actions. Thus becomes an architecture of adjectives, 
which is lived by the characters in the story.
It allows for the embodied and sensory experience of 
paper architecture to be made more possible, as it is 
explored through scenes. 
The spaces within the drawings of a graphic novel 
let the creator convey his/her ideas to others - who 
then have a more direct means of engaging with the 
designer’s intentions - in a visual way.

The haptic action involved in drawing these scenes, 
engages the designer directly - mind to paper - and 
enables the depiction of cultural landscapes.

Graphic narratives work in much the same way as 
film, as the effect of time - the forth dimension of 
architecture - is easily manipulated and depicted.
Both film and architecture are experiential in nature. 
Architecture has adopted terminology taken from 
movie making: terms such as montage, narrative, 
serial vision and storyboarding. Using cinematic 
techniques in architecture is an approach to design a 
method providing a means for the investigation and 
exploration of design, space, structure, aesthetics, 
time and identity [OTS, 2011: 102].

Working in terms of a graphic narrative or comic is as 
much about describing, exploring and experiencing the 
design as it is about inspiring and developing it. The 
method enables a sequential understanding as well as 
simultaneous engagement on all of its levels.
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_4.6 Citizens of No Place. Images by Jimenez Lai.

PreceDent

| citizens of no place

Citizens of No Place is a recent graphic novel that 
explores different aspects of space, architecture and 
urbanism.  
Jimenez Lai uses a collection of comic short stories 
to unpack his thoughts on architecture.  
The combination of manga-style storyboards coupled 
with architectural theory and critique is a unique 
approach to the language that architects use to 
envision and articulate their ideas. 
The style makes it possible to bridge the gap between 
architecture and fiction, creating a new place for 
paper architecture [ARCHDAILy, 2012].
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_4.7 Mr.X. Images by Dean Motter.

| mr.X

Mr. X is a comic from the early eighties in which 
art and storyline lean heavily toward architectural 
commentary.
The plot features an architect fuelled by the drug 
insomnalin which enables him to function without 
sleep. The story follows his attempts to rectify the 
architecture of the Radiant City, his own design. 
After the mysterious death of his partner, fellow 
architect Simon Myers, Mr. X is the only practitioner 
of psychitecture, architecture which enhances its 
inhabitants’ well-being, but after some mistake is now 
causing citizens to go mad.
The basic concept has similarities to Fritz Lang’s 
Metropolis, Aldous Huxley’s Brave New World and 
Ayn Rand’s The Fountainhead. 
The dystopian municipality features a mixture of Art 
Deco and Modernist structures.
 
 ...a wonderful illustration of how one 
man’s dream of utopia can become another man’s 
nightmare... 
[CRILLy, 2001].
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the Public
[Public Element/Event/Spectator]

Unnamed extras that make up the main substance 
of programmed space, a space that is as varied and 
diverse as is as the race and culture of its public, 
resulting from an understanding and interpretation of 
the urban nature of the context. The comic imagines 
possible future  interactions, events and urban 
activity for the site and context.

_4.8 The Mills.

_4.9 The Public.

_4.10 Ms. Francis.

_4.12 Neil.

_4.11 Blaze.

The individuals represent the various parts and 
programmes of the built design. They are also the 
characters around which the graphic novel is created 

and through whom the architecture is lived. They 
embody the character of the building and its nature, 
as well as being representative of the architecture 
and the elements contained therein.

characters

the mills
[Forgotten History/ Heritage Fabric]

The sketch is representative of the original owners 
of the Pretoria West Flour Milling Company, M. Myers 
and S. Selesnick. The characters themselves do not 
feature in the comic as such. However the existing 
architecture they personify, forms the basis and 
starting point of the set design [new interventions].

Jane Francis_ Pinstripes

An investigative journalist, Jane arrives at 145 
Carl Street Complex to escape a life she is now 
disillusioned with. While staying in an apartment at 
Pinstripes she explores the various parts of the 
building and by so doing explores facets of the design.

solomon Barry_ Fisticuffs

Solomon is an ex-boxing champion who owns and 
runs Fisticuffs Boxing Academy. Stemming from 
modest beginnings as a young man in the township of 
Alexandra, Solomon elevates himself through boxing 
into a respected pioneer within the now reinvigorated 
precinct of Pretoria West.  
He represents quality, skill and workmanship.

neil rousseau_ Pistons

A maverick mechanic who enjoys his craft and embraces 
it as a lifestyle. Owner, founder and designer of 
Pistons Independent Motorcycles, his background is 
relatively unknown.
He represents design, craftsmanship and detail.
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//Conceptual Diagrams| Development

_4.13 Parallel Narratives.  _4.14 Inked Images.
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romantic classical

This is the predicted progression of a dual narrative 
[Romantic & Classic1] within the graphic novel. As the 
story unfolds, design elements, spaces and a tectonic 
language should develop.

1 [Pirsig, 1974: 65] Phaedrus’ world of underlying form; 
the Romantic understanding of appearance and gestalts and the 
Classic or rationalistic understanding in terms of underlying form 
and details.

This is a conceptual framework image for the final 
design. The rationale was that design elements 
would develop within the panels of the comic; the 

The images illustrate the initial concept for the use 
of a graphic novel/ comic to facilitate architectural 
design.

relationships between the elements and spaces would 
then form the basis of the design. This is then the 
comic’s point of completion.
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5Sketchbook

This chapter follows the design 
process from sketches through 
to a roughly hewn form.
The process was not linear. The 
layout that follows is none the 
less ordered in a sequence that 
attempts to make sense of the 
progression. 

DeSign Development
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_5.1 Sketches & drawings of the existing fabric.

It began with drawings. Site measurements and 
sketches of existing buildings were compiled in CAD 
into a base set of plans, sections and elevations.
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_5.2 Portion of the existing Mill complex. 
Physical Model @ Scale 1:200. West Facade.

_5.3 Portion of the existing Mill complex. 
Physical Model @ Scale 1:200. East Facade.

In order to better illustrate and grasp existing 
volumes and spaces a physical model was built. The 
areas highlighted show the structures in which the 

design emerges. 
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_5.4 Physical structural Model @ Scale 1:200.

A physical model of the underlying structure was 
also made. The model illustrates the regular heavy 
concrete frames as well as the rhythm and placement 
of steel portal frames demarcating the eastern 
railway siding.
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_5.5 Pistons, Pinups & Fisticuffs comic.

Right & the following 10 pages.

piStonS, pin-UpS & FiSticUFFS

What follows is the short comic Pistons, Pin-ups & 
Fisticuffs. 
The storyline itself is not what is important; actually 
its a bit of fun and rather pointless...
However, it is noteworthy that its use enables a 
subjective perspective on design. The architecture 
forms the set and backdrop within which events 
unfold.
 
Parallel to the progression of the storyline, the 
process of illustrating the scenes formed the 
platform for the development of the architectural 
design. Pages and sketches are interpersed in the 
comic that illustrate this progression. 
Some of the unedited and process drawings for the 
comic are also included. They show the exploration and 
design of spaces and the development of a tectonic.
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_5.6 Design sketches.
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1974 Johannesburg... 1980 Alexandra...

1995 title.

& Enevitable street brawls...

1984 Illicit inter-racial matches...

A few weeks down the line... ...They’re Tsoties... just 
frustrated kids. There’s no 
outlet for them... No values, 
if they came to the gym, I’d 

teach them...

...Well? Make a plan!

Hey!!

...This is a rough township... I'm 
not encouraging you to fight, 
but that's the way it is in Alex.

H-how..? How did..? That was 
amazing!!!

you OK 
kid?

Keep your 
fists up.

What are you even 
doing here?
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_5.7 Design sketches.
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1979...

1990...

Any plans, 
Later..?

Pretty good with that stick, 
any other talents..?

...Actually, i’m Starting as an 
apprentice Mechanic on Monday...

...Going to have my own bike shop, 
one day...

Whoa...
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_5.8 Design sketches.
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one day I’m going to 
write stories too!

Yes Jane.

F#%K. here we 
go again...

...MIGRANT LABOUR

...Strikes in the location

It wasn’t supposed to be 
like this. I’m booking out 

for a while...

...25 Years, my sons grew 
up without me...

Today...1987 , Natal midlands...
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_5.9 Design sketches.
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...you can beat him, 
you’re faster...  

Hey, take the 
stairs! Lazy...

Annual bike 
event 

Saturday 
too...

Hey. Moving into 
Pinstripes..?

I’ll show you the 
place.

let me help you 
with that...

I’m Solomon. You’ve got 
a lot of baggage...

Er, Ja... My name’s Jane...

Welcome to the 
Parlour...

Thanks.

Hi. Well yes, 
for a while, i 

guess... I 
don’t know.

See you 
tommorrow 
Solomon.

145 Carl St, The old Pretoria 
West Mill complex. Thursday.

anyway we’ll talk 
tomorrow... 
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_5.10 Design sketches.
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... Speak to M’pho, he 
runs the place.

It’s on the 7th 
floor. I’ll take 

you... 

Hey. I’ll take her up- if 
you’re busy M’pho...

Hi.

M’pho? Hi, I think 
we spoke... It’s 
Jane... Francis.

Yes, Apartment 
nr 5...

Actually I’m busy 
showing her around...

Besides, Neil's never in the 
gym, I don’t think he could 

manage those bags...

Whatever you say, 
Grandpa...

Oh, Howzit 
Blaze.

So, number 5- 
overlooks the 

garden... 

Blaze- Just an 
old nickname...  

Hey... You said you’re 
name was Solomon...

 Who was that guy at 
the bar?

that's Neil. Pistons the 
bike shop downstairs, 

that's his.

Okay. Well thanks for 
the help and all...

No problem, if you need 
anything, I’m usually in 

fisticuffs... on 2
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_5.11 Perspective shots.
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... kitchen, Lounge...

OK, the fridge is probably 
empty... yup. Motorbikes...

Later. Jane is looking around... 

Hmm. Someone works late...

I did see a grocery store 
across the road... 

Must be done 
for the day... 

... the door is 
unlocked... 

Hey, while you’re 
standing there, make 
yourself useful and 

pass me that 
screwdriver...

 Nice place, not your 
average workshop i’m 

guessing...

I spend a lot of time here... its 
like my other home.

Never seen motorbikes like 
these before...

Hosting an event this 
weekend actually.

Hey, let me buy you a drink... 
you know, for getting those 

pretty hands dirty.

I guess, one...we specialise in custom 
machines...

Also want to check 
out that arcade...

and Morbaba 
square...

...Bedroom, 

Bathroom...

Bed.

AAAH-
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_5.12 Perspective shots.
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Zamalek, thanks Mpho. and 
for the lady- ?

..Gin and tonic...

You been up out on the 
garden patio yet..?

Lets finish these up 
there...

Hey. What’s that news paper cutting on 
the wall..?

Looking for a story..? I’m 
guessing you’re a journalist.

The Star
‘Blaze’ wins title fight.

The relatively unknown fighter hailing 
from Alexandra won the bout in the 5th 

round by way of knockout...

No, no story. Just getting 
away from all that.

Well, this is the space.

But, I don’t know- if you’re 
around Saturday. It’s 

always fun.

Listen, Neil. I’m going to call it a night, 
it’s been a long day and I'm pretty tipsy. 

Thanks for the drinks, its been fun.

OK, cool. I'll be 
seeing you around, 
right. Saturday...?

Well, lets see 
what happens...

The Star ‘95 - s#!t that piece is by... 
That guy knew how to write...

No, not yet.

I saw that.

‘ Double ’  

Pin- Stripe Parlour
A couple of rounds later...
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_5.13 Perspective shots.
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Ex- Champ’s Pretoria West 
gym nutures local talent... 
growing support... Several 

well attended matches... old 
mill complex.

Owner’s interesting past... 
disadvantaged... 

streetfighting...

Fisticuffs

Oh, Hey Jane. 
Give me a second...

Ja so, this is our gym...

We’re having an amateur fight 
here in the gym on Saturday, you 

should come..?

pretty sure she 
doesn’t even know 
she’s in there...

Well, i’ll see what happens...

Saturday morning, Jane reflects on the roof of 
Pin-Stripes... with a slight headache after a night out at 

the Emerald Owl...

Clouds & pigeons pass by overhead...

 Neil, also working his way through 
familar Saturday morning experience...  

F#%K i’m hungover.

 Can’t get that 
woman out of 

my head
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Gangs as far a feild as Welkom roll in...

the day’s events are in 
full swing before noon...

drinks & scuffles on The 
workshop roof...

Meanwhile in the gym...

Join us in the parlour, we’re 
celebrating..

Jane!

_5.14 Roughwork development page.
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the day’s events are in 
full swing before noon...

drinks & scuffles on The workshop roof...

Meanwhile in the gym...

Join us in the parlour, we’re 
celebrating..

Jane!
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Later that night,  some of the guys from 
the bike rally end up in  the parlour too...

everything is more or less sorted 
out by the end of the evening.

Wat is hierdie Kak musiek? 
Speel vir Steve! Friend, I think you should just 

stick to your drinks... 

I’m the guy who’s going to 
teach you some manners, 

unless you watch that mouth...

So... The end.

En Wie de F#k is jy? 

ah...

Nou wys my! 

Maybe, you should just 
do what he says...

Hey Babes. Hoe lyk dit?

oh Sh!t...

_5.15 Roughwork page.
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Later that night,  some of the guys from 
the bike rally end up in  the parlour too...

everything is more or less sorted 
out by the end of the evening.

Wat is hierdie Kak musiek? 
Speel vir Steve! Friend, I think you should just 

stick to your drinks... 

I’m the guy who’s going to 
teach you some manners, 

unless you watch that mouth...

So...

zzzzzzz

drool

Ah...

The end.

Wie de F#k is jy? 

Nou wys my! 

Maybe, you should just 
do what he says...

Hey Babes. Hoe lyk dit?

oh S#!t...
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_5.16 Form Take 01. Physical Model 
@ Scale 1:200. NorthiWest view.

_5.17 Form Take 01. Physical Model 
@ Scale 1:200. North-East view.

At this stage [although having started building while 
working on the comic] a physical model of the design 
was finished. It is called Form Take 01 as it is intended 
as the first take on the physical form of the design. 
It serves well to show basic intentions and volumes 
within the design.
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_5.18 ‘Frankie’ Conceptual/ Analytical 
Model @ Scale 1:200. North-West view.

_5.19 ‘Frankie’ Conceptual/ Analytical 
Model @ Scale 1:200. North-East view.

At some point during the development of the comic it 
became clear that the close up exploration of design 
was not enough to illustrate or justify the gestalt 
and ideas behind the final design....

While driving home late one night an idea for another 
comic on Form and Justification popped into the 
author’s mind. These ideas were sketched out and 
a model built in order to express them 
physically.

Although not completed, the ideas for 
comic underlie both the physical model 
and design. It was supposed to be both 
a conceptual analysis on where the design 
was heading and commentary on critique and 
justification within academic architecture.
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_5.20 Frankie. Base Perspective Sketch.

_5.21 Perspective Sketch.

The design as it was before technical development.
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Existing BonEs

thrEshold

transitional

CirCulation sPinE

rooF gardEn Parlour PinstriPEs [aCCommodation]

FistiCuFFs [arEna]

Pistons [WorkshoP] Pistons [shoWroom]

FistiCuFFs [gym]

intErmEdiary sPaCEs

_6.2 design elements.

_6.1 design elements combined. 

Design & Technical 
approach

Design DevelopeD
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_6.4 new materials palette.

_6.3 Existing materials.

ZinC, ConCrEtE, stEEl, timBEr, glaZing, damPalon.

MaTerialiTy

MaTerials approach

exisTing

material choices are based on an interpretation 
of the existing, how new materials relate to old 
while fulfilling their role in the new, functionally, 
conceptually and aesthetically.
the main mill buildings are structures comprising thick 
concrete frames and brick infill. later additions and 
alterations to the complex [storage sheds, roofing, 
circulation, railway sidings] are steel framed and profile 
sheet clad [steel or fibreglass]. interior flooring is of 
timber and fenestration consists exclusively of steel 
framed windows with small panes. 

new

Concrete is also used for the primary structure in 
several areas as needs required, and connected to 
masonry. the concrete will read as new through a 
linear shuttering treatment.

on the whole, as an addition to the existing, the new 
structure is steel. steel columns and beams make 
up the structural spine and frame the intermediary, 
circulatory and additional elements.

Existing timber will be salvaged and reused where 
possible in flooring and detailing. the majority of new 
flooring will comprise composite concrete/ steel slabs 
fixed to the steel structure.

the walls and roofs of the new additions are a layered 
system consisting of the steel primary structure,  
secondary timber joists and plywood panelling with 
zinc sheeting as a finish. Fenestration will also 
comprise steel framed glazing and dampalon panelling.
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_6.5 Existing wheat mill and workshop.

_6.6 Concrete structure & subtraction.

_6.7 additional structure.

Existing
Concrete frame with masonry infill. additions are steel 

framed and profile sheet clad [steel or fibreglass].

sheeting & steel frame removed as well as select columns & beams [new programming]
existing brickwork & windows remain intact as much as possible

Workshop is opened up
[as is the showroom]

the void is framed out 
[steel transfer beams & 
column strengthening]

a concrete roof is cast; columns & 
beams extend the workshop.
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_6.8 structural model @ scale 
1:200. looking south East

_6.9 structural model @ scale 
1:200. East facade
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_7.1 Site plan. 0 50 m

Final Design & Technical 
resoluTion

Drawing BoarD

The chapter contains the 
design/ working drawings. Rough 
sketches are also included.
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_7.2 Ground Floor Plan. NTS _7.3 First Floor Plan. NTS
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_7.4 Second Floor Plan. NTS _7.5 Third Floor Plan. NTS
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_7.6 Fourth Floor Plan. NTS _7.7 Fifth Floor Plan. NTS
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_7.8 Sixth Floor Plan. NTS _7.9 Seventh Floor Plan. NTS
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_7.10 Detail Sketches.

_7.11 Detail Sketches.

_7.12 Detail Sketches.
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_7.13 Section AA. NTS
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_7.14 Detail Sketches. _7.15 Section BB Sketches.
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_7.16 Section BB. NTS.
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_7.17 Detail Sketches.
_7.18 Detail A Sketches.
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_7.19 Section CC. NTS
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_7.20 Detail Sketches.
_7.21 Detail A Sketches.
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_7.22 Section DD. NTS
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_7.23 Detail AA. NTS.
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_7.25 Final Design Proposal.

_7.24 Form Take 02. Final Design Proposal 
@ Scale 1:200. East Facade.
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_7.26 Form Take 02. Final Design Proposal 
@ Scale 1:200. North West view.

_7.27 Form Take 02. Final Design Proposal 
@ Scale 1:200. North East view.
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8Closing

Design is a process and there is no single formula 
to use. The process is dynamic and requires constant 
renegotiation. Design is not a premeditated exercise, 
but rather a dialogue or a synthesis of different 
approaches, each more appropriate to different 
circumstances.

The aim of the project was to use a graphic novel 
to inspire an architectural design. The initial idea 
was to investigate the individual characters within 
the novel so that they would come to define the 
various elements of the architectural design. This 
proved difficult and the characters and plot acted 
out with the architecture becoming more of a set, a 
space for the events to unfold. Rather than being 
completely defined by the storyline the design formed 
the backdrop, designed in parallel to the panels of 
the novel.

Although the aim was partly achieved, it is my 
belief that the integration of the comic with design 
development may have been better accomplished. An 
improved process would be a comic that allows for 
continual design evaluation rather than dictating the 
architectural space, such as in Jimenez Lai’s Citizens 
of no place [50] 
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